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The detection of signatures of selection has been a long-standing interest of population geneticists and evo-18 lutionary biologists. However, until recently, the paucity of molecular markers available limited the power of 
26
One of the most popular types of methods is based on an idea first proposed by Lewontin and Krakauer 27 (1973) . The underlying rationale is that loci influenced by directional selection will show larger genetic differen-28 tiation than neutral loci while the opposite is true for loci subject to balancing selection. Thus, loci that exhibit environment association methods), a strategy based on the use of both types of methods seems to lead to reliable 46 identification of outlier loci. Nevertheless, one limit of existing studies is that they consider the effect of selection 47 on a single locus. This is a quite unjustified assumption because selection for a specific quantitative phenotypic 48 trait will influence several regions across the genome (Rockman, 2012) . There is only two studies (Narum and 49 Hess, 2011; Vilas et al., 2012) that considers several selected loci. However, the first is limited both by the 50 2 number of loci (only 5) and the number of replicates of the simulated data, while the second focuses on the 51 question of whether or not detected outlier markers are physically close to selected loci.
52
In this study we focus attention on more realistic scenarios than those considered in previous analyses. In 53 particular, we investigate biases that may arise when selection acts upon traits determined by several genes.
54
Indeed, as Rockman (2012) recently pointed out, there is a paucity of empirical and theoretical support for the 55 abundance of large-effect Quantitative Trait Nucleotides (QTNs) in the wild. Instead it is likely that "alleles 56 that matter for evolution" are numerous small-effect loci. It is unclear if current genome-scan methods will 57 simply have low power or if they will also have a high false discovery rate when applied to these situations.
58
Another important consideration about real populations and species is that they are unlikely to be at migration-59 drift equilibrium. Thus, we evaluate scenarios where they have experienced recent divergence from an ancestral 60 population, a process that may also affect power and false discovery rates of existing methods.
61
Instead of evaluating the performance of a very large number of methods we focus on a few that have proven 62 popular or that are very recent and tested only under some restricted scenarios. More precisely, we focus on two 63 genotype-environment association Bayesian methods that explicitly take into account the covariance of allele 
66
We did not include more population differentiation methods as they have been shown to be less efficient than 
Material & Methods
73
Simulation model 74 We carried out simulations using the SimuPop package for Python (Peng and Kimmel, 2005) . We focused 75 on highly structured population scenarios where selection acts on a multigenic trait. For the sake of clarity 76 we describe each component of the simulation model separately and also present the main attributes of each 77 scenario in Table 1 . We simulated 100 replicates for each scenarios (but only used 50 for Bayescan, see below).
78
Demographic process Our main scenario is a dichotomous process of population fission in which an ancestral 79 population of 500 individuals gives birth to two descendant populations after 50 generations of drift. The fission 80 is instantaneous with local populations reaching carrying capacity of 500 individuals in a single generation.
81
This dichotomous fission process is repeated until 16 populations are obtained (see dendrogram, Fig. 1 
101
More information about the simulation process can be found in the supplementary information (SI, section 1).
102
The python code used can also be found online in the data accessibility section.
103
Genetic process We simulated 5000 SNP regularly spread along 10 chromosomes. 
109
We use a multiplicative fitness function to describe the 'cumulative' effect of all loci on fitness :
where s P is the local coefficient of selection (depending on the local value of the environment, see next paragraph)
111
and n 11 and n 00 are the number of (1, 1) and (0, 0) homozygous loci, respectively. the values of E S are also set to form an environmental gradient, like in case (ii) ( Table 1) .
121
The local coefficient of selection s P is calculated as a logistic transformation of the environmental variable :
where s is the 'baseline' selection coefficient and β is the 'slope' of the logistic transformation. For the scenario 
130
We also investigate the potential for spurious selection signals due to the consideration of environmental factors 131 unrelated to any selective pressure. For this we consider scenarios that include a selectively neutral environ-
132
mental variable E 0 whose values are randomly drawn from a normal distribution. Selection starts at the second 133 fission events in the HsIM scenarios, and at the (only) first one in the two other scenarios. 
134
Results
194
Genetic structure produced by the population models
195
As expected, our simulation models produce highly structured population genetic data. The dendrogram illustrates proximity between populations (inferred for HsIMM, drawn for IMM and SS).
Monogenic selection
201
Error Rates The expectation is that the False Discovery Rate (FDR) increases linearly with the threshold 202 used to decide the significance of q-values. However, the results differ radically from this expectation. Indeed,
203
the FDR of all methods was higher than expected under all scenarios (Fig. 2) , except for LFMM in the IMM 204 scenario, which is even quite conservative. Note also that BayEnv has an acceptable FDR for the SS scenario and stringent thresholds (Fig. 2, SS) . This inflation in FDR is partly due to the fact that, when only one Statistical power Under the scenario HsIMM-U the power of all methods is moderate with a maximum 219 between 75 and 80% for very permissive thresholds (Fig. 3 ., HsIMM-U, except the case of linear regression 220 for individual genotype data specification, light red line). In this case, all recent methods had roughly similar 221 power, although LFMM yields a lower one. The regression method has the lowest power for allele frequency data 222 specification but the highest one when using individual genotypes. Under the other scenarios (Fig.3 , HsIMM-C,
223
IMM and SS), the power of all methods is very high, being perfect for some of them regardless of the threshold 224 value used. Note that, in all cases, the regression model is always among the least powerful methods. Also, 
Polygenic Selection
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Error Rates As it was the case for the monogenic selection scenario, the false positive rate of all methods 229 under all scenarios was higher than expected. Fig. 4 shows that the expected linear increase in FDR with
230
increasing threshold values only holds for BayEnv under the stepping-stone model (Fig. 4, SS) . Interestingly,
231
LFMM shows a very conservative pattern for the IMM scenario, when using the population frequency data 232 specification (Fig. 4, IMM are the least error prone for a clinal environment (Fig. 4, HsIMM-C it to a spurious environmental variable. We call this error rate "spurious power" and define it as the proportion 274 of truly selected loci considered as positive using a spurious, unrelated environmental variable. Fig. 6 shows 275 that for HsIMM scenarios, the linear regression and BayEnv methods do not differ much in their "spurious 276 power" (here, we only focus on the polygenic selection case). However, LFMM has a very low spurious power.
277
For the IMM scenario, BayEnv is the most prone to erroneous choice of selective variable. By contrast, the 278 linear regression is the most prone to error for the SS scenario.
279
Note that, in principle, the spurious power should be equal to the overall false positive rate (FPR), because we The most important challenge to the performance of all methods is the polygenic selection process. Obviously, power, for polygenic scenarios we observed large differences. First, the regression method became one of the 297 most powerful but also most error prone methods. Second, the relative ranking between Bayescan, BayEnv and
298
LFMM was changed, both in terms of power and error rate.
299
The second most important challenge was a strongly hierarchical spatial structure. This is evident when com-300 paring the results for scenarios HsIMM-C and SS, both of which consider selection along an environmental 301 gradient: the HsIMM-C scenario led to lower power for all methods. Note that the FDR for BayEnv was also 302 inflated in the HsIMM-C scenario whereas it was almost perfect in the SS scenario. Apart from this overall 303 changes in behaviour, the ranking of the method was conserved between the two spatial scenarios (although
304
LFMM and the linear regression tend to be alike under the SS scenario).
305
The last challenge under study was the correlation between the environmental variable underlying the selec- conserved between the two kind of scenarios.
311
Another source of error to be considered in the case of association methods (e.g. the regression, LFMM and 312 BayEnv) is that of associating the selected loci with a non selective (spurious) environmental variable. In this 313 case, BayEnv and the linear regression methods yielded a stronger "spurious power" than LFMM. Also LFMM 314 tended to associate the spurious variable with the selected loci more often than with the neutral loci.
315
We finally investigated the influence of the data specification (population allele frequencies or individual geno- scenarios. This can be due to the fact that using genotypic data involved a larger sample size, which led to a 319 higher rate of null model rejection due to slight violations of its underlying neutral hypotheses (higher power, 320 but higher error rate). Note that, for polygenic selection, LFMM was less sensitive to the data specification.
321
More puzzling, the genotypes specification sometimes led to a lower power. potentially common scenario so the results of our study differ from those of previous ones in that they suggest 332 caution when using F ST -based genome scans. Note, however, that the low power under the IMM scenario was 333 only severe for the polygenic case.
334
Regarding LFMM and BayEnv, the two methods have much in common: both approaches employ mixed models 335 in which environmental variables are introduced as fixed effects whereas population structure is introduced using 336 unobserved variables or hidden factors. Yet, there are two main differences between the two methods. First,
337
whereas BayEnv is a two-step procedure, estimating first the covariance structure of the population allele our study, on the other hand, we also included LFMM and observed that this method over-corrected under the 345 low-structure IMM scenario, leading to a very low FDR, but also a lower power.
346
Since the regression is not correcting for any population structure, we would expect it to yield more false 
367
Another important issue concerns methods that can consider both population-and individual-level data. In 368 principle one expect that individual based data (genotypes) should lead to better performance, however, this is 369 not necessarily the case. The type of data used has a large effect on the rate of false positives and consequently 370 the FDR. We here illustrated this fact using LFMM and the linear regression models. Although we did not test 371 it for BayEnv because the current implementation does not allow it, the results should be similar. This result 372 is due to the simple fact that using the individual genotypes instead of allele frequencies (by frequencies here,
373
we mean allele count data) increases the number of observations. This has the desirable property of increasing 374 the power, but also leads to the undesirable increase in number of false positives, because the null models are 375 essentially false. Indeed no model is a perfect description of the data; there will always be a discrepancy with 376 the underlying processes that lead to the data (because of non linearity of effects, small differences between 377 the potentially assumed and real demographic history, non-uniform mutation rates, etc.) and increasing the 378 number of observations lead to the rejection of the null model for most loci instead of only the outlier ones (c.f.
379
Raftery, 1995). Using population frequencies instead of genotypes is then a more conservative method. Yet it
380
is not always possible to use frequencies, because of non homogeneous sample sizes, pooled sampling or the use 381 of dominant data (e.g. AFLP). In those cases, one has to be aware that the statistical methods are not that 382 robust to departures from the underlying model, and the more observation points there are, the higher is the 383 overall false positive rate (Raftery, 1995 polygenic selection. The difficulty in this case is that it would require to infer the genetic architecture of the 400 trait(s) under selection, a very difficult task especially in absence of any phenotypic data.
401
Since polygenic selection and complex spatial population structures are likely to be quite common in the wild,
402
it is important to tackle these two issues in order to develop reliable genome scan methods that can be applied
403
to new NGS data from non-model species. 
